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Abstract

In 1908 the Welsh neurologist and psychoanlayst Ernest Jones described

human beings as rationalizers whose behavior is governed by "the necessity of

providing an explanation." We construct a formal model of rationalization. In

our model a decision maker is constrained to select the best feasible alternative

(according to her preferences) from among those that she can rationalize. We

show that this theory is falsi�able and can be tested non-parameterically like

the standard theory of choice. We also show that the theory of rationalization

subsumes the standard theory and several alternative theories. Rationalization

theory can accommodate behavioral patterns often presented in the empiri-

cal literature as anomalies (i.e., violations of the standard theory of choice).

Hence, these anomalies are consistent with the basic principle in economics

that choice follows from a constrained optimization process. Moreover, anom-

alies like cylic choices do not imply cyclic preferences and can be accommodated

with preference orders. In fact, anomalies can be used to make inferences about

the decision maker�s preferences. Rationalization theory reveals a unique pref-

erence order in a variety of cases when standard theory cannot. Conversely,

when standard theory reveals an order rationalization reveals the same order.

These results show that, under suitable assumptions, rationalization theory al-

lows for complete, non-parametric identi�cation of preferences. In addition,

rationalization theory can be easily incorporated into game theory.
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1. Introduction

In 1908 the Welsh neurologist and psychoanalyst Ernest Jones wrote a paper entitled

�Rationalisation in Every-day Life.�Jones writes: �[e]veryone feels that as a rational

creature he must be able to give a connected, logical and continuous account of

himself, his conduct and opinions, and all his mental processes are unconsciously

manipulated and revised to that end.�While Jones credits Freud with the critical

insight �that a number of mental processes owe their origin to causes unknown to

and unsuspected by the individual� his paper provides a careful de�nition of the

process of rationalization��the necessity of providing an explanation.�

The idea of rationalization has become so well internalized that pundits write

about it in the popular press.1 Psychologists emphasize the facility with which people

seemingly create explanations for their behavior. While some explanations may be

colorful, the need to rationalize does not have an economic impact unless, on occasion,

the inability to rationalize a preferred choice constrains behavior.

We develop a formal model of rationalization. Like in the standard theory, a

decision maker (Dee) has preferences over alternatives but, unlike the standard theory,

Dee also has a set of rationales (modeled as a set of binary relations). Dee chooses the

alternative she prefers from among the feasible options she can rationalize i.e., those

that are optimal according to at least one of her rationales. Thus, rationalization is

essentially an exercise in constrained optimization.

Consider the following scenario. Dee decides to take time o¤ from work to see a

movie. However, prior to leaving the o¢ ce she is informed that a colleague is in the

local hospital and can accept visitors that afternoon. Dee reconsiders her decision to

go to the movie and, instead, stays at work.

Suppose that x denotes attending the movie, y denotes staying at work and z

denotes visiting the colleague at the hospital. Dee�s behavior can be produced by our

model of rationalization as follows. Dee prefers x to y to z (i.e., she prefers the movie

to work and work to visiting the hospital). Dee has two rationales available. Under

rationale 1 Dee�s work is pressing so y is ranked above x and z. Under rationale 2

work is not pressing but Dee must visit the hospital rather than go to the movie. So,

rationale 2 ranks z above x and x above y: In a binary choice between x and y Dee

1David Brooks (2008) writes in the New York Times: �In reality, we voters � all of us � make
emotional, intuitive decisions about who we prefer, and then come up with post-hoc rationalizations
to explain the choices that were already made beneath conscious awareness.�
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chooses x because she prefers x to y and can rationalize this choice using rationale

2. However, if Dee must choose between x, y and z she chooses y because she can�t

rationalize her most preferred option but can rationalize her second best choice using

rationale 1:

Dee�s behavior in the example above cannot be accommodated by standard eco-

nomic theory. As is well-known, observed choice is consistent with the standard theory

if and only if the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preferences (WARP) holds (see Samuelson

(1938a) and (1938b)).2 WARP states that if x and y are the available choices and

x is chosen then the decision-maker does not choose y when x (along with, perhaps,

other options) is available.

The standard model of choice has produced great advances in economic theory.

However, the limitations of the standard theory have become increasingly clear. A

variety of behavioral anomalies (i.e., violations of WARP) have been documented

in �eld and laboratory experiments. These anomalies are not mere curiosities, but

seem central to understanding behavior in areas such as contribution to public goods,

voting, and marketing. We show that rationalization theory can accommodate a wide

variety of behavioral anomalies.

Indeed, at �rst blush, it may seem that any choice behavior whatsoever can be

rationalized. However, we show that observed choice is consistent with rationalization

theory if and only if the Weak Weak Axiom of Revealed Preferences (WWARP) holds.

WWARP is a familiar relaxation of WARP (see Manzini and Mariotti (2007a)). It

requires that if (a) x is chosen over y when x and y are the only alternatives and (b)

x is chosen over y from a larger set of alternatives B containing both x and y then

y is not chosen from any subset of B that also contains x. This result shows that

rationalization theory has empirical content and can be tested in a non-parametric

way akin to the standard theory.

In section 1.1, we show several well-known behavioral anomalies can be accom-

modated by rationalization theory. So, these anomalies are consistent with the basic

principle in economics that agents behave as if they (constrained) optimize a single

stable, well-de�ned preference relation. Moreover, Dee�s preference relation can be a

regular order even if the observed choices are anomalous (e.g., a cycle).

The standard theory is a special case of rationalization theory. In addition, ratio-

nalization theory subsumes a variety of alternative theories of choice including warm-

2We use the acronym WARP to replace �the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference.�
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glow giving (see Becker (1974) and Andreoni (2006)), rational short-list method (see

Manzini and Mariotti (2007a)) and post-dominance rationality theory (see Rubinstein

and Salant (2006)). This results show the broad scope of rationalization theory.

We now turn to the matter of inferring preferences from behavior. When Dee

chooses x over y, standard theory infers that Dee prefers x to y. This inference is

allowed by rationalization theory, but other inferences are also possible (e.g., perhaps

Dee prefers y to x but can only rationalize x). Still, under rationalization theory,

anomalies reveal, to an observer, part of Dee�s preferences. Moreover, for many

choice functions, Dee�s preferences are completely identi�ed by anomalies.

To broaden the scope of choice functions amenable to complete identi�cation of

preferences, we return to Jones who remarked on the ability of people to create ex-

planations for behavior. We incorporate this idea by focusing on sets of rationales

that impose the minimal constraints required to accommodate the observed choices.

Under this principle, Dee�s preference order is completely identi�ed for all acyclic

rationalizable choice functions and for several cyclic choice functions as well. Hence,

the procedure for recovering preferences is basically di¤erent for cyclic and acyclic

(anomalous or not) choice functions. Moreover, when observed choice does not involve

anomalies, the revealed preference is identical to the preference revealed by standard

theory. These results show that rationalization theory delivers non-parametric iden-

ti�cation of preferences and, therefore, it expands the domain of observed choices for

which welfare comparisons are possible.

We provide some directions for future work in a section that includes a simple ap-

plication of rationalization theory to games. Because rationalization theory assumes

Dee has unique preferences, the payo¤ matrix can be left intact. Players optimize

given the additional constraints imposed by their rationales. We show that rational-

ization theory can accommodate seemingly non self-interested behavior in strategic

settings.

The paper is organized as follows: In subsection 1.1 we provide a typology of

several behavioral anomalies presented in the empirical literature and show that ra-

tionalization can accommodate them. In subsection 1.2 we provide a brief literature

review. In section 2, we develop the theory of rationalization formally. Section 3

shows that this theory of choice is fully characterized by WWARP and can subsume

several alternative theories. In section 4, we show how anomalies deliver inferences

of preferences. In section 5, variations of the basic theory are presented. In section 6,
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we show how rationalization theory can used for complete, non-parametric identi�ca-

tion of preferences. In section 7, we discuss how to empirically reject our theory. In

section 8, we discuss directions for future work such as how to incorporate rational-

ization theory into game theory. Section 9 concludes. All proofs are in the appendix

which also contains formalizations of alternative models of choice.

1.1. Anomalies

Given a set of alternatives B, let C(B) be Dee�s choice. With three alternatives

(say x, y and z), behavioral anomalies can be broken down into three types: cycles,

attraction e¤ects and di¢ cult choices.3

In a cycle,

C(fx; yg) = x; C(fy; zg) = y; and C(fx; zg) = z:

In an attraction e¤ect,

C(fx; yg) = x; C(fy; zg) = y; C(fx; zg) = x and C(fx; y; zg) = y:

In a di¢ cult choice,

C(fy; zg) = y; C(fx; zg) = x and C(fx; y; zg) = z:

All three anomalies were repeatedly observed in economically relevant �eld and

laboratory experiments. The nomenclature follows the empirical literature.

Cycles have been noted at least since May (1954). Manzini and Mariotti (2007a)

provide a review of the empirical literature on cycles. Consider the discrimination

study of Snyder, Kelck, Stretna and Mentzer (1979). They observe that some subjects

watch movie 1 alone (option x) over watching movie 2 alone (y). However, subjects

watch movie 2 alone over watching movie 1 with a person in a wheelchair (z) and

watch movie 1 with a person in a wheelchair over watching movie 1 alone. So, x is

chosen over y, y is chosen over z and z is chosen over x.

Rationalization theory can accommodate the behavior in Snyder et al as follows.

3Let y be the choice from x, y and z and �x the choice between x and z. So, with three
alternatives, there are four distinct behavioral patterns (given by the choices on fx; yg and fz; yg).
One of them is consistent with WARP and the other three patterns are distinct anomalies.
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Dee prefers x over y over z. All her rationales place z over x and some rationales place

x over y and y over z. Informally, Dee prefers to not see the movie with the person

in a wheelchair but can only rationalize this choice when the movies are di¤erent.

In the attraction e¤ect an alternative (say z) is not chosen but alters choice. When

z is not available Dee chooses x over y, but when z is available Dee chooses y over x

and z. Ok et al (2008) provides a survey on the empirical evidence for the attraction

e¤ect and develops a theory that can accommodate it.4 Consider the contribution to

public goods study of Berger and Smith (1997). They �nd that some potential donors

(to universities) elect to make a small solicited contribution (x) over no contribution

(y), but if either a small or a large contribution (z) is solicited then many people do

not contribute at all. Rationalization theory can produce this anomaly as follows:

Dee prefers to make a small donation over not donating anything. Her least preferred

choice is a large donation. Dee has two rationales. Rationale 1 places y over x over

z. Rationale 2 places z over x over y. So, Dee chooses a small contribution over no

contribution because she prefers it and can rationalize this choice. Between all three

alternatives she selects to not contribute (y) because she cannot rationalize her �rst

choice. Informally, Dee cannot rationalize a small donation when a large donation is

also requested. Note that, in this model, Dee chooses x over z and y over z (i.e., the

large donation is not chosen) making this pattern an attraction e¤ect.

In a di¢ cult choice, an alternative (z) is not chosen in pairwise choices with x and

y, but z is chosen when all three choices are available. This anomaly was observed

by Tversky and Sha�r (1992) in several laboratory experiments (see also Simonson

(1989), Simonson and Tversky (1992) and (1993)). In a di¤erent �eld experiment in

marketing, Iyengar and Lepper (2000) show that the fraction of customers who bought

a gourmet jam was signi�cantly larger when presented with a limited selection than

when presented with an extensive selection.

The di¢ cult choice anomaly can also be accommodated as rationalization. Let x

and y be two kinds of jam. Dee prefers both x and y to not buying any jam (let z

be not buying jam). Dee has four rationales. Under rationale 1 z is preferred to x or

y; under rationale 2 x is preferred to z; under rationale 3 y is preferred to z; under

rationale four x is preferred to y. Informally, Dee cannot rationalize one type of jam

over another, unless feasibility requires her to buy jam.

The three-alternative anomalies described above are well-known. Naturally, ratio-

4See also Masatlioglu and Nakajima (2007), Masatlioglu and Ok (2007), Eliaz and Ok (2006).
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nalization theory can also accommodate observed anomalies involving four or more

alternatives. For example, Tversky and Sha�r (1992) provide a �ve option anomaly

that satis�es WWARP.

Several post-hoc explanations have been o¤ered for these anomalies (including

an informal version of rationalization). For example, Sha�r, Simonson, and Tversky

(1993) argue that �decision makers often seek and construct reasons in order to resolve

the con�ict and justify their choice, to themselves and to others.�They show that

anomalies are observed more frequently when subjects are required to explain their

choices to a third party. In contrast, our e¤ort is to construct a formal, testable model

of rationalization.

1.2. Related Literature

A growing literature focuses on accommodating anomalies as a product of internal

con�icts. Kalai, Rubinstein and Spiegler (2002) consider a basic model of multiple

selves, where choice is optimal according to one of the selves. Green and Hojman

(2007) develop a multiple-self model that has no empirical content, but allows partial

inferences of preferences. A literature review on multiple-self models can be found in

Ambrus and Rozen (2008) who also develop a multiple-self model.

Manzini and Mariotti (2007a, 2007b) de�ne the WWARP axiom and develop a

model of choice that can accommodate cycles. They also �nd empirical support for

WWARP in a set of novel experiments.

In our approach, Dee has several rationales, but only one preference relation. This

is signi�cant for many reasons. First, it is straightforward to incorporate rational-

ization into economic analysis because payo¤s need not re�ect multiple objectives.

Moreover, welfare analysis is transparent because Dee has a unique objective func-

tion. Finally, Dee�s unique preferences may be revealed from choices.

The word �rationalizability�is used in game theory (see Bernheim (1984), Pearce

(1984)).5 Informally, a strategy can be rationalized if some belief about the play of

others make that strategy a best-response. Our model and the Bernheim and Pearce

notion of rationalizability are very di¤erent but share a common idea that actions

can be taken when justi�ed by an argument.

Psychologists who study cognitive dissonance also use the word �rationalization�

di¤erently from us. Their basic claim is that people devalue rejected choices and up-
5See also Sprumont (2000) for another use of the word �rationalizable�in game theory.
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grade chosen ones (see Chen (2008) for a review). In the area of motivated cognition,

Von Hippel (2005) provides a survey on self-serving biased information processing (see

also Akerlof and Dickens (1982), Rabin (1995), Dahl and Ransom (1999), Carrillo and

Mariotti (2000) and Bénabou and Tirole (2002)).

A large literature deals informally with rationalization in political science. For ex-

ample, Achen and Bartels (2006) argue that voters justify their support for candidates

by discounting unfavorable data. Mendelberg (2001) claims that policy arguments

e¤ectively allow voters to rationalize racial prejudice.

An early literature review on psychology and economics can be found in Simon

(1959). More recently, Rabin (1998) and Mullainathan and Thaler (2000) provide

surveys on models that explain violations of expected utility theory.6

2. Formal Theory of Rationalization

Let A be a �nite set of alternatives. A non-empty subset B � A of alternatives

is called an issue. Let B be the set of all issues. A choice function is a mapping

C : B �! A such that C(B) 2 B for every B 2 B: Hence, a choice function takes an
issue as input and returns a feasible alternative (i.e., the choice) as output.

A binary relation R on A is called a preference if it is asymmetric. A transitive,

complete preference is an order. By standard convention, x R y denotes that, x is

R�preferred to y: An alternative x 2 B R�optimizes B if x R y for every y 2 B;
y 6= x: So, x R�optimizes B if x is R�preferred to any other feasible alternative. By
convention x R�optimizes fxg:
We consider a decision maker (Dee) endowed with a set of binary relations R =

fRi; i = 1; :::; ng. Given an issue B; an alternative x 2 B is rationalized by Ri 2 R if

x Ri�optimizes B: So, x 2 B is rationalizable if some binary relation inR rationalizes
it. Let BR � B be the sub-issue of rationalizable alternatives.
Dee is also endowed with a preference �R called Dee�s preferences. Dee�s choice for

a given issue B is the alternative x 2 BR that she prefers (given her preference �R)
from among all feasible alternatives that she can rationalize. Formally,

De�nition 1. A choice function C is rationalized if there exists a preference �R and
a set of rationales R such that for any issue B 2 B; C(B) �R�optimizes BR.

6See also Gul and Pesendorfer (2005) for a critique of neuroeconomics that raises broader concerns
about integrating psychological models of decision-making into economics.
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The model as presented now is quite unstructured. It is sometimes convenient

to work with this general model, but often more structure is useful. Let C be a

��rationalized choice function if C is rationalized and the binary choices in R are

transitive and asymmetric. We show (claim 1 in the appendix) thatC is ��rationalized
choice function if and only if it is a rationalized choice function. So, without loss of

generality, we henceforth assume that the elements in R are transitive and asymmet-

ric. To simplify the language, we refer to the binary relation in R as Dee�s rationales.

We also note that if Dee�s rationales are required to be orders then the di¢ cult choice

anomaly cannot be accommodated.7

Analogously, more structure can be imposed on Dee�s preference relation �R. In

section 5, we further restrict �R to be an order and show that several anomalies can

be accommodated even if Dee�s preference relation is an order.8

3. Empirical Content

In this section, we characterize the observable implications of rationalized choice func-

tions. We start by recalling the standard theory of choice and its testable implications.

In standard theory, all issues are resolved by a single order. That is, there exists an

order ~R such that for any issue B 2 B, C(B) ~R�optimizes B: As is well known, the
standard theory of choice holds if and only if WARP holds.

WARP A choice function C satis�es the weak axiom of revealed preferences i¤

x 6= y; fx; yg � B; C(fx; yg) = x then C(B) 6= y:

WARP states that if x is chosen over y then y is never chosen in the presence of

x. We now consider a natural weakening of WARP.

WWARP A choice function C satis�es the weak weak axiom of revealed preferences

i¤

x 6= y; fx; yg � B1 � B2; C(fx; yg) = C(B2) = x then C(B1) 6= y:
7Several well-know principles, such as Pareto e¢ ciency, do not lead to complete relations.
8In economics, agents are often endowed with orders, but there is also a tradition that does not

require completeness and transitivity (see, among others, Mas-Colell (1974), Gale and Mas-Colell
(1975), Shafer and Sonnenschein (1975), Fishburn and LaValle (1988), for early work).
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WWARP states that if x is chosen over y (when x and y are the only choices)

and x is also chosen over y (when x, y and a set B of feasible options) then y is not

chosen when x; y and a strict subset of B are the feasible alternatives.

So, WARP states that y cannot be chosen in an issue B1 that contains x and y

if (i) x is chosen over y in a binary choice. WWARP states that y cannot be chosen

in an issue B1 that contains x and y if (like WARP) (i) x chosen over y in a binary

choice and (ii) x chosen in an issue B2 that contains B1. We show that WWARP

characterizes the observable implications of rationalized choice functions.

Proposition 1. A choice function C is a rationalized choice function if and only if

it satis�es WWARP.

Proposition 1 demarcates the scope of rationalization theory. It shows the choice

functions can and cannot be accommodated as rationalization. This result also shows

that even though Dee�s choice is subject to unobservable constraints and few restric-

tions are placed on her preferences and rationales, observable behavior is not arbitrary

and the theory can be non-parametrically tested. Moreover, the empirical content of

standard theory of choice and rationalization theory are each based on a single ax-

iom (WARP and WWARP) and these two axioms are directly related to each other:

WWARP is a familiar and natural relaxation of WARP (see Manzini and Mariotti

(2007a)).

As noted in section 1:1, WWARP can accommodate cycles, the attraction e¤ect

and the di¢ cult choice. By proposition 1, rationalization theory can accommodate

these anomalies. Hence, all these anomalies are consistent with the basic principle in

economics that Dee behaves as if she follows a constrained optimization process of a

single stable preference relation.

An intuition for proposition 1 is as follows: Assume rationalized choices and con-

sider options x and y. Suppose that x is chosen when only x and y are feasible and

x is chosen when a larger set of feasible alternatives B2 contains x and y. So, x is

rationalizable in B2. If Dee prefers x over y then Dee does not choose y in any issue

that contains x and is contained in B2. If Dee prefers y over x then none of her

rationales rank y above x (otherwise y is chosen over x in the binary choice). Hence,

y can not be rationalized (or chosen) when x is available.

The proof of su¢ ciency is constructive. If WARP holds then many constructions

are possible. Dee�s preferences may be as in the standard model and she has all
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possible rationales. Alternatively, Dee has only one rationale determined as in the

standard model. If WARP does not hold then, as we show in proposition 2, anomalies

reveal part of Dee�s preferences. So, we defer the discussion of the construction of

preferences and rationales until we get to proposition 2.

The theory of rationalized choice, although falsi�able, can accommodate a wide

range of behavioral patterns. For all of these patterns of behavior, rationalization the-

ory delivers an interpretation. However, alternative theories may also accommodate

some of these behavior patterns and o¤er a di¤erent perspective on choice. Hence,

it is useful to relate di¤erent theories of behavior. In the next subsection we show

several alternative models of choice that are subsumed by rationalization theory.

3.1. Subsuming Alternative Theories

Roth (2007) lists several examples of practices that could produce gains from trade,

but were deemed repugnant and banned. One example is the human consumption of

horse meat (illegal in California) and the ban in France on dwarf tossing, in spite of the

opposition by dwarfs who were paid for being tossed. Other examples include charging

interest on loans (usury), pro�teering after disasters, selling pollutions permits, and

the commercialization of human organs.

Repugnance can be understood as a psychological constraint. For example, Dee

may consider some alternatives repugnant and others non-repugnant. All her ratio-

nales in R rank non-repugnant alternatives above repugnant ones. As a result she

never chooses repugnant alternatives (even if she prefers them).

Other theories can also be subsumed by rationalization. Manzini and Mariotti

(2007a) develop a model of a decision maker who sequentially applies a sequence of

criteria to make decisions. In the �rst stage, Dee eliminates all alternatives that are

not maximal according to a preference R1: In the second stage, Dee chooses optimally

according to a preference R2 from the alternatives not eliminated by R1. For example,

Dee �rst eliminates all alternatives that are Pareto dominated and then selects among

the remaining alternatives by another criteria such as fairness. Manzini and Mariotti

show that the rational short list method holds if and only if WWARP and another

axiom, called expansion, hold. The expansion axiom rules out the attraction e¤ect

and di¢ cult choice (but not cycles). This result, combined with proposition 1, show

that rationalization subsumes rational short list methods.

In a recent follow-up paper Manzini and Mariotti (2007b) develop a variant of
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basic model called the Rational Shortlist Method by Categorization.9 This model

assumes that a decision maker has a set of categories (each category partitions the

set of alternatives) which are applied in sequence. For example, Dee could �rst

eliminate all cars that aren�t red, then eliminate German cars and then eliminate

convertibles until a decision is made. They show that a choice function is consistent

with this decision making method if and only if it satis�es WWARP. Hence, even

though rationalization and the rational short list method by categorization are quite

di¤erent theories, they have the same empirical content.

Rubinstein and Salant (2006) propose a post-dominance rationality theory of

choice. This theory assumes that Dee �rst eliminates alternatives that are domi-

nated (according to an acyclic relation R). Then, Dee chooses the best alternative

according to a relation that is complete and transitive when restricted to the alterna-

tives not eliminated by R. In the appendix, we show that rationalization theory also

subsumes post-dominance rationality theory.

Now consider the theory of warm-glow giving. In the appendix we present a formal

model of warm-glow preferences, but the basic idea can be seen in the contribution

example. Assume that Dee believes that, morally, she ought to contribute the largest

amount requested by a charity. If Dee is asked to make a small donation she does

it. Now suppose the charity asks her for either a small or a large donation. Now the

choice she thinks is morally best (the large donation) is too costly for her and she

decides against it. Once Dee rejects this option she forgoes the psychological reward,

called the warm-glow payo¤, for acting morally (the remaining alternatives do not

conform to Dee�s binding rule of morality). Then, Dee chooses the best alternative

according to her sel�sh order. She does not donate at all.

Warm-glow theory can accommodate a large body of evidence in areas such as

public good provision and voting turnout that are di¢ cult to reconcile with the stan-

dard theory of behavior (see Andreoni (2006) and Feddersen (2004) for partial surveys

on warm-glow). The formalization of warm-glow theory is of independent interest be-

cause of its important role in the understanding of the paradox of voting turnout and

crowding-out e¤ects. However, our focus here is on the demonstration (also placed

in the appendix) that warm-glow theory, although based on di¤erent principles from

rationalization theory, is also subsumed by rationalization theory.10

9Their paper and ours were developed independently.
10Warm-glow theory accommodates cycles, the attraction e¤ect, but not the di¢ cult choice.
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The fact that many theories of choice are either subsumed or empirically equiv-

alent to rationalization theory shows a wide scope of the theory (we expand on the

desirability of a broad scope in section 6). Naturally, however, not every theory of

choice is subsumed by rationalization. Consider the theory of multiple selves by Kalai,

Gil and Rubinstein (2002).11 In this theory, Dee has multiple (say two) selves and

each self is modelled by an order. Given an issue, Dee chooses by one of these orders

(no more structure is imposed). In the appendix, we show that dual-self theory may

not satisfy WWARP.

4. Recovering Preferences

In rationalization theory, Dee may have multiple rationales, but she has a single, well-

de�ned, and stable preference. As in the standard theory of choice, the uniqueness of

Dee�s preference makes rationalization theory well-suited to the fundamental exercise

of inferring preference from observed choice.12 Hence, it is natural to ask when

observed behavior permits an inference about preference.

Recall our example in the introduction. Dee chooses a movie (x) over work (y),

but she also chooses work over the movie and the hospital visit. By standard theory,

the former choice is an indication that Dee prefers x over y and the latter choice

is an indication of the opposite. In contrast, rationalization theory infers that Dee

must prefer x over y. If Dee chooses x over y then either Dee prefers x to y or she

cannot rationalize y in the presence of x. The latter possibility is ruled out if y is

chosen when x is feasible. So, an anomaly allows an observer to determine whether

Dee prefers x over y or if she is psychologically constrained to choose x.

To properly formalize this result we need some notation. A pair of issues (B;

B�) 2 B � B is nested if B � B�; B is the sub-issue and B� is the super-issue. A

pair of nested issues (B; B�) 2 B � B is at variance if

B � B�; C(B�) 2 B; and C(B) 6= C(B�):

That is, a pair of nested issues (B; B�) is at variance if the chosen alternative

11At various degrees, many other theories of choice are related to the idea of multiple selfs. See,
among several others, Dekel, Lipman, and Rustichini (2001), Easley and Rustichini (1999), Fuden-
berg and Levine (2006), Gul and Pesendorfer (2001), (2004), and (2005), Maccheroni, Marinacci and
Rustichini (2006).
12See Moulin (1985) for results on the standard theory of choice.
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for the super-issue is available for the sub-issue, but is not chosen. A pair of nested

issues at variance violates WARP (and is, therefore, an anomaly).

Let C be a choice function. A preference �R and a set of rationales R are said to

underlie C if for any issue B 2 B; C(B) �R�optimizes BR. Let IC be the set of all
preferences �R such that for some set of rationales R, ( �R;R) underlie C: With some
abuse of terminology, a preference �R 2 IC is said to underlie C.

Proposition 2. Let C be a rationalized choice function.

1. If (B;B�) is a pair of nested issues at variance such that C(B) = x and C(B�) =

y; x 6= y, then x �R y for every �R 2 IC : Conversely,

2. If there exists no pair of nested issues at variance such that C(B) = x and

C(B�) = y; x 6= y, then y �R x for some �R 2 IC :

Proposition 2 shows that, through anomalies, rationalization theory delivers a

partial identi�cation of Dee�s preferences. For some choice functions with the ap-

propriate combination of anomalies, this su¢ ces for a complete identi�cation of all

preferences (see the appendix for examples).

The proof of proposition 2 builds upon the construction of preferences and ratio-

nales in proposition 1. First de�ne a set of issues beginning with the entire set A and

then subtracting the choice from that set to form a subset. A rationale is constructed

for each such issue that ranks the observed choice as best among all choices avail-

able. A second set of rationales are constructed for nested issues at variance. These

rationales rationalize the observed choice. We de�ne the preference relation as the

one revealed by anomalies. Finally, with the constructed rationales, this preference

relation su¢ ces for a decision on all issues.

Note that if, except in the binary choice between x and y, Dee always chooses y

when x is available, rationalization still implies a preference for x over y: This may,

at �rst, seem counterintuitive. However, reconsider the example of Dee choosing

between the movie, work and visiting the hospital. Now suppose another option is

available: e.g., Dee is invited to meet with an unpleasant relative (w). It is plausible

that Dee is no more able to rationalize the movie over the meeting than she is able to

rationalize the movie over the hospital. So now, although Dee prefers x over y, there

are three issues (fx; y; zg, fx; y; wg and fx; y; z; wg) in which Dee chooses y when x
is available and only one in which Dee chooses x over y.
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The basic logic underlying inferring preference under rationalization theory is not

statistical and it does not depend upon the number of issues in which x is chosen

when y is feasible. Instead, the inference of preference depends upon a basic property

of optimization: if an option is rationalizable in an issue then it is rationalizable in

all its sub-issues but not necessarily in its super-issues.

We also wish to emphasize a caveat on the exercise of inferring preferences from

choices. Dee�s preferences can be partially revealed from anomalies under rational-

ization theory. However, di¤erent inferences about preferences may be reached under

the lenses of alternative theories, even if these alternatives theories are subsumed by

rationalization theory.

Recall the contribution example. Dee makes the small donation when asked.

When the choice of a large donation is added, Dee does not donate. This is an anomaly

and, under rationalization theory, Dee must prefer to make a small donation rather

than to not donate. Under the lenses of warm-glow theory, a di¤erent interpretation

is possible: By Dee�s sel�sh order, she prefers not to donate. However, Dee�s morality

directs her to donate as much as possible. So, in warm-glow theory, Dee makes a

small donation because she feels that it is the morally right action. When a large

donation is also requested, Dee makes no donation because the ethical choice (the

large donation) is now too costly. Unlike rationalization theory, warm-glow theory

does not strongly support the claim that Dee prefers to make a small donation. One

of Dee�s orders (her moral order) prefers to make a small donation, but her other

order (her sel�sh order) prefers to not donate. So, even though warm-glow theory is

subsumed by rationalization theory, the two theories may interpret Dee�s motivations

for the same observed choices di¤erently.

5. Preference Orders

So far we have assumed that preferences are asymmetric binary relations. This raises

the concern that the ability to accommodate anomalies follows from the lack of struc-

ture on preferences. For example, cyclic choice could be produced from cyclic prefer-

ences. In this section we fully characterize the special case of rationalization theory

in which Dee�s preferences are assumed to be orders. We show that cycles, attraction

e¤ects and di¢ cult choices can still be accommodated.
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De�nition 2. A choice function C is an order rationalized choice function if there

exist an order �R and a set of rationales R s.t.
�
�R;R

�
underlie C.

The assumption of preference orders permits additional inferences on preferences.

Recall that if (B; B�) is a pair of nested issues at variance such that C(B) = x and

C(B�) = y; then, by proposition 2, x must be preferred to y. In this case, we say

that x is directly revealed to be preferred to y. If zi is directly revealed preferred to

zi+1; i = 1; :::; k � 1, then we say that z1 is indirectly revealed to be preferred to zk.
Let the binary relation Rp be de�ned by x Rpy whenever x is revealed (directly or

indirectly) preferred to y. This terminology is justi�ed by proposition 3 below. For

an order rationalized choice function C; let J C � IC be the set of all orders in IC .

Proposition 3. Let C be an order rationalized choice function.

1. If x is revealed as preferred to y (i.e., x Rpy), then x �R y for every �R 2 J C .

2. If x is not revealed as preferred to y, then y �R x for some �R 2 J C .

Proposition 3 shows that Dee�s preference order can be partially identi�ed ei-

ther directly or indirectly through anomalies.13 We now characterize the observable

implications that an order rationalizable choice function must satisfy.

De�nition 3. Fix a choice function C: A set S = (s1:::sm) � A is called a binary

chain if 8i 2 1:::m � 1 : si 6= si+1, and 9S�i � Si � fsi; si+1g such that C (Si) = si,
and C (S�i ) = si+1.

That is, a binary chain is a sequence of choices (s1:::sm) such that si directly

revealed preferred to si+1. So, s1 is indirectly revealed preferred to sm.

NBCC A choice function C satis�es the No Binary Chain Cycles Axiom if there

exists no binary chain S = (s1:::sm) such that s1 = sm.

Note that the NBCC axiom does not rule out cyclic choice functions (formally, a

choice function C is cyclic if there are elements x; y and z such that Cfx; yg = x;

Cfy; zg = z and Cfx; zg = z: A choice function C is acyclic if it does not produce

any cycles). NBCC only rules out choice functions that reveal a cyclic preference

relation. For example, the cycle in section 1.1 satis�es NBCC.
13See Bernheim and Rangel (2007) for an approach to welfare economics which do not require

preference orders. We also refer the reader to Chambers and Hayashi (2008) for an alternative way
of infering utility functions from observed choice.
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Proposition 4. A choice function is an order rationalized choice function if and only
if it satis�es the NBCC axiom.

Proposition 4 demarcates the scope of order rationalization theory. The choice

functions that can be accommodated are those such that the revealed binary relation

Rp is acyclic. The cycle, the attraction e¤ect and the di¢ cult choice satisfy NBCC

and so, they are all order rationalized choice functions.

The main substantive point here is that the observation of anomalies does not

imply that Dee does not have stable preference orders. In particular, a choice cycle

does not necessarily re�ect cyclic preferences. The same applies to the attraction

e¤ect: it can also be accommodated even if Dee�s preferences and rationales are

restricted to be orders. And, even if Dee�s observed behavior is a di¢ cult choice, her

preference may still be an order and her rationales asymmetric and transitive (but

may not be complete).

By propositions 1 and 4, NBCC implies WWARP. This can also be seen directly.

The irreversibility axiom (IA) states that if x is directly revealed to be preferred to

y then y cannot be directly revealed to be prefered to x. It is immediate that NBCC

implies IA. In the appendix we de�ne IA in terms of observed choice and show that

IA is equivalent to WWARP.

6. Identifying Preference from Choice

When observed choice satis�es WARP, standard welfare analysis infers that the bi-

nary choices reveals Dee�s preferences.14 However, standard theory cannot reveal a

preference when choice violates WARP. This limits the capacity of modelers to em-

ploy standard models of choice and also the ability to make welfare comparisons. A

basic question is whether a preference might be revealed from observed choice even

when violations of WARP are observed. These inferences, if feasible, broadens the

scope of possible welfare comparisons.

We now look for a complete identi�cation of preferences for choice functions that

may or may be anomalous. A signi�cant feature of our identi�cation process is that

it does not make statistical assumptions, nor does it assume that choices were made

by random errors or random preference shocks. It is based only on the data and on

14The literature on the empirical estimation of utility functions is too large to be summarized
here. We refer the reader to Blow, Browning, and Crawford (2008) for a recent contribution.
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well-established principles of economics and psychology. Hence, the contribution of

this section is a formalization of these principles and a logical exploration of them

when combined with rationalization theory.

The economic principle we adopt for preference identi�cation can be seen in a

simple example. Assume that Dee must choose between beef and ham and she picks

beef. Perhaps she made this choice because she prefers beef over ham. But perhaps

she prefers ham and this choice re�ects a religious restriction that does not allow the

rationalization of her preferred choice. Finally, Dee may have never tried ham, has

no preferences over beef and ham, but her religious restrictions dictate her choice.15

All three explanations for the same observation may be sensible and rationalization

theory allows all of them. However, standard economics adopts the philosophical

principle that, in the absence of additional information, we must assume that Dee�s

choice is unconstrained and, hence, her choice reveals her preference.16 We adopt the

same principle here, but only to the extent that it does not contradict the observed

choices. That is, we formalize this principle by considering sets of rationales that are

as unrestrictive as possible, but can still underlie the observed choices.

De�nition 4. Consider two pairs (R;R) and (R0;R0) that underlie a choice function

C. The pair (R;R) is dominated by (R0;R0) if R0 is an order, R � R0, and BR � BR0

for some issue B 2 B:

Consider two pairs (R;R) and (R0;R0) that underlie a choice function C. By

de�nition, both pairs can accommodate the observed choices C. However, if R � R0

then R0 has all the rationales in R and, hence, the set of rationalized choices is less

restrictive under R0 than under R. Formally, BR � BR0 for all issues B 2 B: If
BR � BR0 for some issue B 2 B then the rationales in R are strictly more restrictive

than those in R0. Hence, the domination principle rules out (R;R) because this pair
requires more constraints on choice than are needed to accommodate Dee�s observed

choices, even if Dee�s preference, in the alternative pair (R0;R0), is restricted to be

an order. This leads to the following de�nition.

15It may also be that Dee prefers beef to ham because of a religious restriction on ham, but this
is, of course, just a special case of she preferring beef to ham.
16The ideas in this principle can be traced back to the libertarian school of taught that opposes

paternalistic polices based on welfare criteria that are inconsistent with the notions of well-being
upheld by the individuals a¤ected by these policies (see, for example, Mills (1860)). See also Thaler
and Sunstein (2003) for a discussion of paternalism and modern behavioral economics.
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De�nition 5. A preference R is recovered by a choice function C and the domination
principle if there exists a set of rationalesR such that (R;R) underlie C and (R;R) is
not dominated by any other pair (R0;R0) that also underlie C. If a unique preference

R is recovered then R is said to be completely identi�ed.

So, the domination principle selects among all possible preferences and rationales,

those that are consistent with the observed choice and do not make use of unnecessary

constraints.

As noted above, the domination principle is an extension (to rationalization the-

ory) of the basic criteria that is implicit in standard economics. However, as noted in

the introduction, the domination principle can also be motivated by the common per-

ception in psychology that people can easily rationalize choice and only on occasion

�nd themselves unable to rationalize their preferred option. The next result follows

directly from the �niteness of the set of alternatives.

Proposition 5. If C is a rationalized choice function then at least one preference

is recovered by C and the domination principle. If C is an order rationalized choice

function then at least one preference order is recovered by C and the domination

principle.

By proposition 5, the domination principle always permits inferences over Dee�s

preferences. We now show how this principle may help identify Dee�s preferences.

Given a choice function C, let ~RC be the binary relation such that x ~RC y if and

only if C(fx; yg) = x; x 6= y. We call ~RC the binary choice relation because it is

determined entirely by observed binary choices. By construction, ~RC is complete and

asymmetric. Moreover, ~RC is an order if the choice function C is acyclic.

Proposition 6. Let C be an acyclic, rationalized choice function. Then, the binary
choice relation is completely identi�ed by the choice function C and the domination

principle.

Proposition 6 shows that when a rationalized choice function is acyclic, binary

choices are revealed as the unique preference order implied by rationalization theory

and the domination principle.17 Among all possible preferences (orders or not), the

17A corollary of proposition 6 is that an acyclic, rationalized choice function is an order rationalized
choice function.
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only surviving one is the order given by the binary choices. So, with the assistance of

the domination principle, rationalization theory strictly extends the domain of choice

functions from which preferences can be completely identi�ed. Indeed, if the choice

function satis�es WARP then it is acyclic and rationalized. In this case, the revealed

preference is the same as in standard theory. However, complete identi�cation of pref-

erences now extends to cases where choices may be anomalous such as the attraction

e¤ect and the di¢ cult choice.

Consider the following basic question: when is it the case an outsider can infer that

x is prefered over y when observing a binary choice of x over y? Proposition 6 delivers

a simple and compelling answer. If no cycles are observed then, whether or not Dee�s

behavior is anomalous, Dee�s binary choices reveal her preferences. We now show

that this simple procedure for recovering preferences is inadequate for cyclic choice

functions. In the presence of cycles, non-binary choice is important for recovering

preferences.

Proposition 7. Assume that C is a rationalized choice function and
�
�R;R

�
underlie

C. Then
�
~RC ;R

�
also underlie C.

Proposition 7 shows that it is always conceivable that Dee�s preferences coincide

with her binary choices. Hence, a corollary of propositions 5 and 7 is that if C is a

cyclic order rationalized choice function then there is a preference order and a cyclic

preference that is recovered by C and the domination principle.

Propositions 6 and 7 show a basic di¤erence between cyclic and acyclic anomalies.

By proposition 6, when C is acyclic and order rationalized then a unique preference

is completely identi�ed. When C is cyclic and order rationalized then at least two

preference relations can be recovered.

We now argue that in the case of cyclic choice functions satisfying NBCC pref-

erence orders should not be ruled out. Recall the cyclic choices described in the

introduction. In the binary choices, x (the movie) is chosen over y (to work); y over

z (the hospital) and z over x. So, in this example, visiting the hospital is chosen over

going out to see a movie, but it seems counterintuitive that Dee prefers the hospital

over the movie as this binary choice indicates. Analogously, in the discrimination

example described in section 1:1; Dee chooses to see the movie with the handicapped

person (z) over seeing the same movie alone (x), but it also seems counterintuitive

that this choice represents her preferences given that she chooses to see the movie
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alone rather than with the handicap when the movies are di¤erent. Hence, in both ex-

amples, the order x preferred to y and y to z seems intuitive and the cyclic preference

x over y; y over z and z over x seems counterintuitive.

The general procedure for recovering orders is as follows: Let C be an order

rationalized choice function. If C is acyclic then Dee�s order is identi�ed by her

binary choice relation. If C is cyclic then �rst �nd her revealed acyclic preference

determined by the observed anomalies in section 5. Consider all orders that extend

this acyclic relation. Any of them underlie C, but only the orders that survive the

domination principle are the recovered orders.

Rationalization theory may, by itself and without applying the domination prin-

ciple, imply a unique order for some cyclic choice. That is, for some cyclic choice

functions, only one order underlies it. In other cyclic choice functions, more than one

order underlies it, but only one order is recovered when the domination principle is

applied. Finally, there are cyclic choice functions with more than one recovered order

even under the domination principle (examples of all these cases are provided in the

appendix).

Whether it is possible to obtain complete identi�cation of preferences for a broader

class of choice functions is an open and important question. In section 8, we consider

the idea that rationales are partially social constructions and, hence, there are grounds

for the assumption that Dee has some intuitive rationales. In that case a complete

identi�cation of preferences becomes possible even in cases where the domination

principle does not select a single order.

Note that while complete identi�cation of preferences hold for several, but not

all, rationalized choice functions, partial identi�cation of preferences hold for all ra-

tionalized choice functions C (under the domination principle). Indeed, if C satis�es

WARP then a unique order is identi�ed. If C does not satisfy WARP then partial

identi�cation follows from proposition 2.

6.1. Intuition of Propositions 6 and 7

The intuition behind proposition 7 is as follows: consider a preference �R and set of

rationales R that underlie a choice function C. Now, consider an issue B and a

rationalizable choice z 2 BR that di¤ers from the actual choice C(B): Since both z

and C(B) are rationalizable in B and C(B) is the choice in B it follows that C(B)

is �R�preferred to z. Next consider the binary choice between C(B) and z: Both
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C(B) and z must be rationalizable and C(B) must be �R�preferred to z (because
C(B) was chosen when both alternatives were rationalizable). So, given that

�
�R;R

�
underlie C; it follows that in the binary choice, C(B) is chosen over z: So, C (B) is

also ~RC�preferred over z: Hence,
�
~RC ;R

�
underlie C.

The intuition behind proposition 6 is as follows: Note that if (R, R) is not domi-
nated then both options x and y can be rationalized in the binary choice. Otherwise

consider an alternative set of rationales R0 comprising of all the rationales in R, but
and a new rationale that rationalizes both x and y in the binary choice. The set of

rationales R0 can be paired with ~RC to underlie choice, contradicting the assumption

that (R, R) is not dominated. But if both choices can be rationalized in any binary
choice then Dee�s preferences must coincide with ~RC .

7. Rejecting the Theory

Manzini and Mariotti (2007b) set up an experiment and show that violations of

WWARP, while rare in their experiment, may occur. The simple experiment that

follows may also produce violations of WWARP.

Simonson and Tversky (1992) and (1993), see also Hubler et al (1982), observe

the following anomaly. Dee chooses cash over an elegant pen, but the elegant pen is

selected when a regular pen is added as an option.

A variation of this experiment could have two distinct objects x1 and x2 (e.g.,

x1 is an elegant pen and x2 an elegant wallet) and a lower quality variation of the

same object y1 and y2 (e.g., y1 is a regular pen and and y2 a regular wallet). Assume

that Dee chooses x1 over x2; but selects x2 when the options are x1, x2 and y2: So

far, this is identical to the experiment in Simonson and Tversky (1992), with a wallet

replacing cash. However, if Dee chooses x1 when the options are x1, x2; y1 and y2
then a violation of WWARP is obtained and the theory of rationalization is rejected.

These choices are plausible. If the lower quality pen enhances the attractiveness

of the elegant pen then the lower quality wallet my also enhance the attractiveness

of the elegant wallet. If the elegant wallet is chosen over the elegant pen then the

elegant wallet may be chosen over the elegant pen, the regular pen and the regular

wallet.
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8. Directions for Future Work

8.1. Application to Game Theory

Even in the simple form presented here rationalization theory can be incorporated

into game theory. Our objective here is only to demonstrate the kinds of insights

such a project might deliver. So, consider the prisoner dilemma with players making

rationalized choices. The game is

(I; II) C D

C (�1;�1) (�20; 0)
D (0;�20) (�10;�10)

So, 1�s preferences are

(D;C) � (C;C) � (D;D) � (C;D):

and 2�s preferences are

(C;D) � (C;C) � (D;D) � (D;C):

The rationales of player 1 are all orders such that (C;C) � (D;C): The rationales
of player 2 are all orders such that (C;C) � (C;D): That is, none of the players can
rationalize defection (D) if the other player cooperates (C). So, if 2 cooperates then

1�s feasible options are (C;C) and (D;C): In this case, 1 cooperates because this is

the only rationalizable option. If 2 defects then 1 can rationalize both options (C;D)

or (D;D), and 1 defects because she prefers it. An analogous result holds for player 2.

So, the pro�le in which both players cooperate and the pro�le in both players defect

are equilibrium outcomes.

Now assume that player 1 moves �rst and plays either aggressive (A) or pleasant

(P ). Player 2 observes the play of 1 and either reciprocates (R) or does not reciprocate

(N). Payo¤s for (A;R) ; (A;N), (P;R) and (P;N) are (6; 0); (2; 1), (4; 1) and (3; 2),

respectively. Player 1�s rationales are all orders and players 2�s rationales are all

orders such that (P;R) � (P;N): So, if 1 is pleasant then player 2 can only rationalize
reciprocation and, hence, plays R. If 1 plays aggressive then player 2 can rationalize

both options and plays N . In the only subgame perfect equilibrium, player 1 is
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pleasant and 2 reciprocates (see Rabin (1993), Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton

and Ockenfels (2000) for alternative models of reciprocity). We also refer the reader

to Spiegler (2002) and (2004) for game-theoretic models where players must justify

their chosen actions.

A general introduction of rationalization into game theory would require extend-

ing the theory to allow for choice over lotteries. Preference relations in rationalization

theory are such that, in principle and with suitable restrictions, they can be repre-

sented by an expected utility function. Rationales might also need to be restricted

to ensure existence of an equilibrium. This is beyond the scope of this paper.

Many rationales (e.g., Pareto optimal alternatives are best) are incomplete and so

our minimal assumption of asymmetry on rationales is justi�ed. However, it would

still be worthwhile to characterize the empirical content of rationalization theory

under the assumption that both preferences and rationales are orders.

8.2. Partial Knowledge of Rationales

Rationales often seem to be social constructions. Even partial knowledge of rationales

can allow an observer to make inferences about preferences and choice that are not

possible more generally. Consider the three alternative cycle in the introduction.

Suppose that an outside observer knows that Dee can rationalize going to the hospital

(z) above either work (y) or the movie (x). Since y is the choice from fx; y; zg it
follows that both y and z are rationalizable when the issue comprises of all three

alternatives. The choice of y in this issue (i.e., C(fx; y; zg) = y) implies that y must
be preferred to z: As before, the anomaly implies that x must be preferred to y and

so a preference order is completely identi�ed; Dee prefers the movie to work to the

hospital. The conditions under which it is sensible to assume partial knowledge of

rationales represents an avenue for future research.

A related extension is to consider endogenizing rationales. Viewing decision situa-

tions in isolation it is natural to ask why the set of rationales would not be completely

�exible and permit the rationalization of any choice. However, in dynamic settings

restrictions on choice might serve as a commitment device. In addition, rationales

might be the result of social convention that may evolve to constrain sel�sh behav-

ior. Changing conventional mores (e.g., with respect to marriage, charging interest,

relations between adults and children) seem to play an important role in changing

behavior. Rationalization theory provides a natural vehicle for exploring the strategic
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incentives underlying disputes over social mores and stigmatized behavior.

9. Conclusion

We develop a tractable and testable model in which decisions must be rationalized.

This model is fully characterized by a simple axiom and can accommodate several be-

havioral patterns that are incompatible with the standard theory of choice. Morever,

these anomalies can be used for partial identi�cation of preferences. With additional

assumptions, rationalization theory delivers a complete identi�cation of preferences

for a class of observed choice functions that may or may not be anomalous.

10. Appendix

The appendix is organized as follows: In subsection 10:1, we infer preferences from

some choice function. In subsection 10:2, we present a formal theory of warm-glow

and we shown that this theory is subsumed by rationalization theory. In subsection

10:3, we show that other theories of choices are also related to rationalization theory.

Proofs are in subsection 10:4.

10.1. Examples

Let C1 be a rationalized choice function de�ned by

C1(x; y) = C1(x; z) = C1(x;w) = x;

C1(y; z) = C1(y; w) = C1(x; y; z) = C1(x; y; w) = y;

C1(z; w) = C1(y; z; w) = C1(x; z; w) = z; C1(x; y; z; w) = w:

By proposition 2, the choices in C1 reveal that x is preferred to y; z; w; y is

preferred to z; w and z is preferred to w: So, the order x is preferred to y; y to z; w

and z is revealed by the observed choices. Hence, if the observed choices are given by

C1 then rationalization theory completely identi�es Dee�s preferences.

Now consider the choice function C2 that is the same as C1; except that C2(x;w) =

w: Note that C2 is cyclic. Given the choices in C2, the unique preference order

recovered is such that x is preferred to y, y to z, and z to w.
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Now consider the following choice function C3

C3(x; y) = C3(x;w) = x; C3(x; z) = C3(x; y; z) = z;

C3(y; z) = C3(y; w) = C(x; y; w) = y;

C3(z; w) = C3(x; z; w) = C3(y; z; w) = C(x; y; z; w) = w:

Note that C3 is cyclic and two preference orders underlie it: x R̂ y R̂ z R̂ w and

x �R y �R w �R z. However, R̂ is ruled out by the domination principle. So, �R is the

unique remaining order.

Recall the cyclic choices described in the introduction. In the binary choices, x is

chosen over y; y over z and z over x. The symmetry of these choices make it di¢ cult

to reveal preferences. So, we must rely on the choice of y when the issue is fx; y; zg:
This choice creates an asymmetry. Dee is revealed to prefer x over y, but the relative

position of z is less clear. Three preference orders underlie this cycle: x �R y �R z; z

R̂ x R̂ y or x _R z _R y. The order _R is ruled out by the domination principle, but �R

and R̂ are not.

10.2. Warm-glow Theory of Choice

Warm-glow theory can be formalized as follows: Dee has two orders, the moral order

Rm and the sel�sh order Rs. In addition, Dee is endowed with a limit function l : A

�! A such that

either l(a) = a or a Rs l(a); and

if a0 Rs a then either l(a) = l(a0) or l(a0) Rs l(a):
(10.1)

So, the lower limit of a is either a or ranked (by Rs) below a. In addition, if Rs
ranks a0 above a then the lower limit of a0 is either the same as the lower limit of a

or ranked (by Rs) above the lower limit of a:

Given an order R and issue B; let R(B) 2 B be the alternative that R�optimizes
it. That is, R(B) R b, for every b 2 B; b 6= R(B): The existence and uniqueness of
R(B) is assured by the assumption that R is an order. Given an issue B, Dee�moral

rule directs her to take alternative Rm(B) while her sel�sh view directs her to take

alternative Rs(B): The alternatives in B that Rs ranks below the lower limit l(Rs(B))

are those that are too costly to take. Hence, if l(Rs(B)) Rs Rm(B) then Dee�s rule of
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morality directs her to take an action Rm(B) that her sel�sh order, Rs; ranks below

the lower limit, l(Rs(B)), of Dee�s preferred outcome (from her sel�sh point of view).

In this case, we say that for issue B 2 B, Dee�s moral order Rm directs her to an

excessively costly choice. On the other hand, if Rm(B) Rs l(Rs(B)) then Dee�s rule

of morality does not direct her to take an action Rm(B) that is excessively costly in

the sense that Rs ranks Rm(B) above the lower limit, l(Rs(B)).

The conditions in 10.1 are natural requirements. The limit l(a) of an alternative

should not be ranked (by Rs) above a because l(a) marks the least attractive option

(by Rs) that Dee can take (if morally directed to so) when a is feasible. In addition,

if b is too costly in the presence of a then it should remain too costly when an even

better opportunity (a0 s.t. a0 Rs a) becomes feasible.

De�nition 6. A choice function C is a warm-glow choice function if there exists an
order Rm; an order Rs and a limit function l that satis�es 10.1 such that for any issue

B 2 B,
C(B) = Rm(B) when Rm(B) Rs l(Rs(B)); and

C(B) = Rs(B) when l(Rs(B)) Rs Rm(B):

So, C is a warm-glow choice function if Dee chooses according to her moral order

whenever it does not direct her to an excessively costly choice. If Dee�s moral order

directs her to an excessively costly choice then she chooses by her sel�sh order.

Proposition 8. Any warm-glow choice function satis�es WWARP.

It follows from propositions 1 and 8 that warm-glow theory is subsumed by ra-

tionalization theory. In addition, it is straightforward to show that some anomalies

(like the di¢ cult choice) cannot be accommodated by warm-glow theory (but can be

accommodated rationalization theory).

10.3. An Alternative Theory of Choice

Now consider post-dominance rationality theory of choice. Rubinstein and Salant

(2006) show that post-dominance rationality holds if and only if it the Exclusion Con-

sistency (EC) axiom. EC states that for every issueB and alternative b; C (B [ fbg) =2
fC (B) ; bg ) 8 issue S such that b 2 S : C (S) 6= C (B). We now show that post-
dominance rationality theory is also subsumed by rationalization theory.
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Proposition 9. If a choice function satis�es EC then it also satis�es WWARP.

It follows from propositions 1 and 9 that post-dominance rationality theory is

subsumed by rationalization theory. We now consider a dual-self theory. Each self is

represented by an order. Given an issue, Dee chooses with either order R1 or R2: No

other restriction is imposed.

De�nition 7. A choice function C is a dual-self choice function if there are orders

R1 and R2 such that for any issue B 2 B, C(B) 2 fR1(B); R2(B)g:

Remark 1. Dual-self choice functions do not necessarily satisfy WWARP.

Consider the following example. There are four alternatives fx; y; z; and wg:
The �rst order ranks y �rst followed by x; z; and w: The second order ranks x �rst

followed by y; z; and w: Now consider the sets B2 = fx; y; z; wg and B1 = fx; y; zg:
Now assume that B2 and fx; yg are resolved by order two. Then, x is chosen. Also
assume that B1 is resolved by order one. Then, y is chosen. This is a violation of

WWARP.

10.4. Proofs

Recall that a pair of issues (B; B�) is nested if B � B� and a pair of nested issues
(B; B�) is at variance if C(B�) 2 B and C(B) 6= C(B�). So, the chosen alternative
for the super-issue is available at the sub-issue, but is not chosen. The choices on

two pairs (B1; B�1) and (B2; B
�
2) of nested issues are reversed if C(B1) = C(B

�
2) and

C(B�1) = C(B2): So, the choice in the sub-issue of one of the pairs is the choice on

the super-issue of the other pair.

De�nition 8. A choice function C satis�es the irreversibility axiom if there are no

two pairs of nested issues at variance with reversed choices.

Lemma 1. The irreversibility axiom holds if and only if WWARP holds.

Proof: Assume that WWARP does not hold. Then let x 6= y; fx; yg � B � �B

be such that C( �B) = C(fx; yg) = x and C(B) = y: Then, (fx; yg; B) is a pair
of nested issues at variance and (B; �B) is also a pair of nested issues at variance.

But C( �B) = C(fx; yg) = x. Hence, (fx; yg; B) and (B; �B) are reversed. Thus, the
irreversibility axiom does not hold.
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Now assume that the irreversibility axiom does not hold. Consider the two pairs

(B1; B
�
1) and (B2; B

�
2) of reversed nested issues at variance. Let y = C(B1) = C(B

�
2)

and x = C(B�1) = C(B2): Then, x 6= y; fx; yg � B1 � B�1 and fx; yg � B2 � B�2 (x 2
B1 because x = C(B�1) 2 B1 and y 2 B1 because y = C(B1) 2 B1: So, fx; yg � B1:
The argument for fx; yg � B2 is analogous). Now assume that C(fx; yg) = x. Then,
fx; yg � B1 � B�1 ; C(B�1) = x and C(B1) = y: So, WWARP does not hold. On the
other hand if C(fx; yg) = y then fx; yg � B2 � B�2 ; C(B

�
2) = y and C(B2) = x:

Thus, WWARP does not hold.�

10.4.1. Proof of Proposition 1

By lemma 1, to show proposition 1, we need to show that C is a rationalized choice

function if and only if the irreversibility axiom holds. Assume that C is a rationalized

choice function. Let (B; B�) be a pair of nested issues at variance. Then, B � B�

implies that B�R
\
B � BR: This follows because if x 2 B�R

\
B then x 2 B and

there exists Ri 2 R such that x Ri y for every y 2 B�; y 6= x: Thus, x 2 B and x Ri
y for every y 2 B; y 6= x: So, x 2 BR:
By de�nition, C(B) �R y for every y 2 BR; y 6= x and, therefore, C(B) �R y for

every y 2 B�R
\
B; y 6= x: Moreover, C(B�) 2 B�R (by de�nition), C(B�) 2 B;

C(B�) 6= C(B) (because (B; B�) is at variance). It follows that C(B) �R C(B�):

Hence, if (Bi; B�i ); i 2 f1; 2g, is a pair of nested issues at variance then

C(Bi) �R C(B
�
i ); i 2 f1; 2g:

Given that �R is asymmetric it follows that C(B1) = C(B�2) and C(B
�
1) = C(B2)

leads to a contradiction. Hence, the choices on these two pairs cannot be reversed.

Note that the proof that rationalized choice functions satis�es the irreversibility

axiom does not require the assumption that Dee�s preference relation, �R, are transi-

tive.

Now assume that C satis�es the irreversibility axiom. Let �R be de�ned as follows:

x �R y if and only if there exists a pair of nested issues at variance (B; B�) such that

C(B�) = y and C(B) = x: By the irreversibility axiom, �R is asymmetric.

Let �B � B comprise of all issues B 2 B such that there exists a super-issue B�

of B such that (B; B�) is a pair nested issues at variance. Assume that A has k

elements. We construct, by induction, the following k issues. Let A1 = A: Given
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an issue Aj 2 B, j < k, let Aj+1 be the issue Aj with (only) the alternative C(Aj)
removed.

For each B 2 B let RB be the rationale de�ned by C(B) RB y for every y 2 B;
y 6= C(B): That is, z RB y if and only if y 2 B; y 6= C(B); and z = C(B): By

de�nition, RB is transitive and asymmetric. Let B̂ = �B
[
fAj; j = 1; :::; kg: Let R

= fRB; B 2 B̂g. We now show that C is a rationalized choice function with �R as

Dee�s preference relation and R as her set of rationales.

We �rst show that C(B) 2 BR: First assume that B 2 �B: Then B 2 B̂ and, by
de�nition, C(B) RB�optimizes B. Hence, C(B) is rationalized by RB: Now assume
that B =2 �B: Let �j 2 f1; :::; kg be such that B � A�j and C(A�j) 2 B: Then, B =2 �B
implies that C(B) = C(A�j): So, C(B) is rationalized by RA�j :

Now assume that z 2 BR and z 6= C(B): Then, z 2 B and, for some issue �B 2 B̂;
z R�B y for every y 2 B; y 6= z: Now, z = C(�B) and B � �B (because if w =2 �B then

w 6= z = C(�B) and C(�B) R�B w does not hold and so, w =2 B). Hence,
�
B; �B

�
is a

pair of nested issues at variance. Thus, C(B) �R z: It follows that C(B) �R�optimizes
BR:�

Remark 2. Paola Manzini and Marco Mariotti sent us, in private correspondence,
a simpler proof of proposition 1. Our construction of preferences and rationales,

although more complex, is analytically convenient for other results and so is kept.

However, we are grateful to Manzini and Mariotti for their argument.

10.4.2. Proof of Claim 1

Assume that C is a rationalized choice. Then, by proposition 1, it satis�es WWARP

and, by construction, one the pairs (R;B) that underlie C are such that R is asym-
metric and all the binary relation in B are transitive and asymmetric. Hence, C is a
��rationalized choice. The converse is immediate.�

10.4.3. Proof of Proposition 2

Assume that C satis�es WWARP, C (B) = x, C(B�) = y, fx; yg � B � B�, x 6= y:
Also assume that ( �R;R) underlie C (the existence of ( �R;R) is assured by proposition
and the assumption that C satis�es WWARP). Given that C (B) = x it follows that

x �R w for every w 2 BR ; w 6= x: So, the proof is concluded if y 2 BR : Now assume
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that y =2 BR : This implies that y =2 B�R (this implication can be shown as follows
assume that w 2 B�

R
then for some R 2 R; w R z for every z 2 B�; z 6= w: So, w

R z for every z 2 B; z 6= w: Hence, w 2 BR): It now follows that C(B
�) 6= y: A

contradiction.

Now assume that C satis�es WWARP and there is no pair of nested issues at

variance such that C(B) = x and C(B�) = y; x 6= y: Let ( �R;R) be as constructed in
the proof of proposition 1. So, by construction, ( �R;R) underlie C and it is not the

case that x �R y:Without loss of generality we can assume that it is also not the case

that y �R x (otherwise the proof is immediate). Let �R0 be the binary relation that

coincides with �R for all pairs (w; z) 2 AxA such that (w; z) 6= (x; y): In addition, y
�R0 x: Clearly, �R0 is asymmetric because �R is asymmetric and, by construction, x �R0

y does not hold. Now, we show that C(B) �R0 w; for every w 2 BR, w 6= C(B): By
construction, this holds unless C(B) = y and w = x: So, assume that x 2 BR and
C(B) = y. Then, y �R x: A contradiction. Hence, C(B) �R0 w; for every w 2 BR,
w 6= C(B):�

10.4.4. Proof of Propositions 3 and 4

The proof of proposition 4 is as follows. First the direct implication ) : Suppose

S = (s1:::sm) is a binary chain. So, C (S�i ) = si+1; si+1 2 Si and C (Si) = si: Now

C (S�i ) = si+1 implies that for some R 2 R; si+1 R y for every y 6= si+1 such that

y 2 S�i : Given that Si � S�i ; si+1 R y for every y 6= si+1 such that y 2 Si: So,

si+1 2 (Si)R : Hence, si �R si+1 i = 1; :::;m � 1: The assumption that �R is an order

now implies that s1 6= sm:
Now the converse ( : Suppose now, that choice function C satis�es NBCC. Let

us, �rst, de�ne a relation �R0 on A: x �R0y if and only if there exists a binary chain

(x:::y).

a) �R0 is asymmetric: if x �R0 y and y �R0 x, then there are binary chains (x:::y) and

(y:::x), the union of these two binary chains (x:::y:::x) is a cyclical binary chain.

b) �R0 is transitive: suppose x �R0y, and y �R0z, then there exist binary chains (x:::y)

and (y:::z), and, hence, their union (x:::y:::z) is binary chain, so, x �R0z.

By topological ordering, �R0 may be extended (not necessarily uniquely) to an order

(see Cormen et al. (2001, pp.549�552)). Let �R be an arbitrary order that extends
�R0. Let R be as de�ned in the proof of proposition 1. By the same argument as in
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the proof of proposition 1, for each B 2 B, C(B) 2 BR: In addition, if z 2 BR and
z 6= C(B) then for some issue �B, z = C(�B) and

�
B; �B

�
is a pair of nested issues at

variance. It follows that (C(B); z) is a binary chain. Hence, C(B) �R0 z: It follows

that C(B) �R0�optimizes BR. So, C(B) �R�optimizes BR.
The proof of proposition 3 is now as follows: By proposition 2, if x is directly

preferred to y, then it must be the case that for any R̂ 2 J C ; x R̂ y. Since R̂

is complete and transitive, if x is indirectly preferred to z, then it still must to be

the case that x R̂ z. This shows part 1 of proposition 3. For part 2 let ( �R0;R) be
constructed as in the proof of proposition 4. By construction, if x is not (directly

or indirectly) revealed as preferred to y then it is not the case that x �R0 y: Now

consider the binary relation �R== that is the same as �R0 except that y �R== x: Given

that �R0 is transitive and asymmetric, it follows that �R== is acyclic and asymmetric. By

topological ordering, �R== can be extended to an order �R: By construction �R extends
�R0 and y �R x: By the argument in the proof proposition 4, any order that extends �R0

can underlie C. �

10.4.5. Proof of Proposition 6

Assume that (R̂;R) underlie C and is not dominated. Then, for every pair fx; yg �
A, fx; ygR = fx; yg. To see this assume, by contradiction, that for some pair of
alternatives fx; yg, fx; ygR = fxg: Let R0 be the rationale such that y R0 x (this is
the only relation in R0) and let R0 be the set of rationales R

[
fR0g: By de�nition,

BR = BR0 for all issues B 2 B, B 6= fx; yg (because the added rationale only applies
to the issue B = fx; yg). Moreover, fx; ygR0 = fx; yg. This follows because x R y for
some R 2 R (because x 2 fx; ygR) and y 2 fx; ygR0 (because y R0 x). We now show

that ( ~RC ;R0) underlies C.

Let B 6= fx; yg be an issue. Let z 2 BR0 ; z 6= C(B): It follows that for some

R 2 R, z R b for every b 2 B (because z 2 BR): In addition, for some _R 2 R, C(B)
_R b for every b 2 B: So, fC(B); zgR = fC(B); zg. It also follows that C(B) R̂ z

(because z 2 BR and (R̂;R) underlie C). Hence, C (fC(B); zg) = C(B) (because

(R̂;R) underlie C): By de�nition, C(B) ~RC z: Moreover, C(fx; yg) = x (because

C(fx; yg) R̂ y and fx; ygR0 = fx; yg). Hence, ( ~RC ;R0) underlies C and (R̂;R) is
dominated by ( ~RC ;R0). Thus, for every pair of alternatives fx; yg, fx; ygR = fx; yg:
Given that (R̂;R) underlie C it now follows that R̂ = ~RC . �
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10.4.6. Proof of Proposition 7

Let
�
�R;R

�
underlie C. It follows that for any issue B 2 B, C (B) 2 BR, and for

every z 2 BR, z 6= C (B), C (B) �R z. Furthermore, C (B) 2 BR and z 2 BR

imply that there must exist two rationales R1 and R2 s.t. C (B) R1-optimizes B, and

z R2-optimizes B. Hence, C (B) R1 z, and z R2 C (B). Therefore, fC (B) ; zgR =
fC (B) ; zg. Since C (B) �R z, it must be the case that C (fC (B) ; zg) = C (B). Thus,
C (B) ~RC z. So, C (B) ~RC-optimizes BR and

�
~RC ;R

�
underlie C.�

10.4.7. Proof of Proposition 8

Proof: Assume, by contradiction, that C is a warm-glow choice function and it does
not satisfy WWARP. Then, there exists alternatives x 6= y; and issues B1 and B2
such that

fx; yg � B1 � B2; C(fx; yg) = C(B2) = x and C(B1) = y:

Let�s say that an issue an issue B is resolved by order R if C(B) = R(B):

Step 1. If (B; B�) is at variance then B� is resolved by Rs (and not by Rm) and
B is resolved by Rm (and not by Rs):

Proof: Every issue is resolved by either Rm or Rs: If (B; B�) is at variance then
the two issues cannot be resolved by the same rationale. It follows that neither B nor

B� are resolved by both rationales. Consider the case in which B� is resolved by Rm
and B is resolved by Rs: If B� is resolved by Rm then Rm(B) = Rm(B

�) (because

B � B� and Rm(B�) = C(B�) 2 B) and Rm(B�) Rs l(Rs(B�)) (otherwise B� is

resolved by Rs): Moreover, Rs(B�) Rs Rs(B) (because B � B�): By 10.1, l(Rs(B�))
Rs l(Rs(B)): So, Rm(B) Rs l(Rs(B)): If B is resolved by Rs then l(Rs(B)) Rs Rm(B)

(otherwise B� is resolved by Rm): A contradiction.

The pair of issues (fx; yg; B1) is at variance. By step 1, B1 is not resolved by
Rm: The pair of issues (B1; B2) is at variance. By step 1, B1 is resolved by Rm: A

contradiction.�
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10.4.8. Proof of Proposition 9

Proof: Assume, by contradiction, that WWARP does not hold. Then there exist
x; y 2 B � B0, x 6= y, s.t. C (fx; yg) = C (B0) = x, and C (B) = y. Let

M = fM � B s.t. fx; yg �M and C (M) = xg :

M is non-empty as fx; yg 2 M.

Step 1. There exists �M 2M s.t. 8T : �M � T � B, C (T ) 6= x.
Let us de�ne the following sequence. For k = 1 let M1 = fx; yg 2 M, and

p1 = jM1j = 2. For each k, if there exists T s.t. Mk � T � B, C (T ) = x, then

we de�ne Mk+1 = T 2 M, and pk+1 = jMk+1j > pk. fpkg is a strictly increasing
sequence bounded above by the number of elements in B. So, for some �k there is no

T s.t. M�k � T � B and C (T ) = x. We de�ne �M =M�k.

Step 2. 8b 2 Bn �M : C
�
�M [ fbg

�
=2 �M , and, hence, C

�
�M [ fbg

�
= b.

Suppose not, then there exists b 2 Bn �M s.t. C
�
�M [ fbg

�
2 �M . By de�nition of

�M , C
�
�M [ fbg

�
6= x, and, therefore, C

�
�M [ fbg

�
=2
�
x = C

�
�M
�
; b
	
. By the EC

Axiom, for all issues S s.t. b 2 S, C (S) 6= x. Since B0 � B � fbg, it follows that
C (B0) 6= x. Contradiction.
Step 3. 8T s.t. �M � T � B, C (T ) =2 �M .

We prove step 3 by induction on the cardinality of T . Step 2 shows that the

statement is true for issues T s.t. jT j =
�� �M ��+ 1. Suppose that the statement is true

for all issues such that jT j <
�� �M ��+k, k � 2. We show that it is true for all issues s.t.

jT j =
�� �M ��+k. Suppose not. Then there exists T s.t. �M � T � B, jT j =

�� �M ��+k, and
C (T ) 2 �M . Let b 2 Tn �M . Since jTn fbgj =

�� �M ��+k�1 � �� �M ��+1, Tn fbg � �M , and

C (Tn fbg) =2 �M . Therefore, C (T ) = C (Tn fbg [ fbg) =2 fC (Tn fbg) ; bg, and, by the
EC Axiom, for all issues S s.t. b 2 S, C (S) 6= C (Tn fbg). Let m (b) = C (Tn fbg).
We have showed that for every b 2 Tn �M , m (b) 2 Tn �Mn fbg, and for every b 2 Tn �M;
for all S 3 b, C (S) 6= m (b). Now we build the following sequence of elements in Tn �M .
Let b1 be any element in Tn �M , b2 = m (b1) 6= b1, b3 = m (b2), and bk+1 = m (bk).

Since there is �nite number of elements in Tn �M , eventually we must form a cycle

s.t. bj = b�j for some 1 � j < �j. Since bk+1 = m (bk), bk+1 is never chosen when bk is
available. In particular, in a set

�
bj = b�j; bj+1; :::; b�j�1

	
none of the elements can be

chosen. Contradiction.

From step 3 it follows that C (B) =2 �M , and, so, C (B) 6= y. Contradiction.�
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